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Keypoints XA04CI174

• Young people are the future consumers of electricity, potential decision-makers and perhaps also
future power industry professionals.

• If you want to popularise nuclear energy, you have to popularise the entire area ofphysics and the
applied technologies, in order to emphasise thefact that nuclear energy is a normalpart of today life.

• Young people are not interested in nuclear energy until you show them the surprise and the
mysterious puzzles they might help to solve.

• Let the students write the magazine by themselves. The necessity to formulate their own ideas will
make them collect andprocess relevant information andfacts on their own. Andfacts play our side of
thefield.

• Do not underestimate young people.

Summary

Several of my lectures at PIME conferences were focused on the educational programme "Energy for
Everybody" elaborated by Czech Power Company CEZ, its individual parts, experience acquired during
this programme and the results of our work with young generation. Over the past two years we have
focused mainly on secondary school students, because this is the age at which people form their opinions
and make radical judgements about things and are most likely to be influenced e.g. by anti-nuclear
activists. We also take into consideration the fact that young people of this age generally decide about
their future professions and we find it important to recruit enough potential future experts for our power
plants. We see the young people as future consumers of our electricity and also as the citizens who will
decide about the future strategies in the Czech power industry - either as voters or politicians. It is
therefore absolutely crucial for us to keep them well-informed and proficient in collecting and analysing
relevant data.
We have made it our aim to establish a magazine for the most difficult target group - secondary school
students and university freshmen. We are lucky that popular science journals for young readers are quite
in demand in the Czech Republic.

The characteristics of the new journal:

The magazine is designed as a part of the CEZ for Educational and Informational Programme. Its aim is
to educate and popularise physics and energy, but also to entertain the readers. The main bulk of the
content cAsists of articles on nuclear physics, which are complemented by articles on aternative energy
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resources, astronomy and other fields. We want the graphic design of the journal to be attractive, almost
provocative, which is why it is prepared by a graphic studio that focuses on magazines about computers
and computer games that are very popular with the young generation.
The target group consists of young people aged 16 - 2 ; to a lesser extent it also includes slightly older
people and secondary school teachers who might find the magazine inspiring for their classes.

Title: The Third Pole is a title, which provokes in itself. It stands for a wide range of different views,
and expresses the fact that most of the things in life cannot be seen only in black and white, because the
world is much more complicated and multi-faceted than that.

Periodicity - the magazine will be issued once in two months, except for summer holidays, in an edition
of 30 000 copies. The magazine has 16 pages.

Distribution - it will be directly mailed to schools; distribution channels will also include information
centres and other activities of ItEZ. Our address book contains 2000 addresses of secondary schools -
comprehensive schools, technical secondary schools and apprenticeship schools, plus selected technical
universities, planetariums, National Technical Museum and other centres frequently visited by students
and young generation in general.

The magazine has two editorial boards - student's board and expert's board. The student's editorial board
is manned by 2 secondary school students, 3 university students and one post-graduate student. These
people create the content of the magazine and give tips for interesting authors and potential contributions.
The second editorial board, whose members are celebrities from the area of popular science and
technology, provides the professional auspices for the magazine and is responsible for supervision,
guidance and reviewing. This way we would like to ensure that magazine is not only for students, but also
by students - 75 of the articles are written by students themselves.

Content:

1) Information and topical news related to the area of ftZ activities, instructions for experiments,
invitations for study trips, excerpts from other ftZ educational materials, explanations as to "how
things function" in power industry, famous inventors, reportage from interesting plants, links to
noteworthy web pages, enclosures - posters with diagrams, results of student competitions,
announcements of interesting new publications, quizzes and puzzles with a small prize for successful
"trouble-shooters".

2) The part created by the students themselves: extracts from student works, essays, questionnaires,
opinion polls, answers to queries, discussion clubs, reader's own contributions - polemics, interviews
with students (their opinions, experience with educational stays both in the Czech Republic and
abroad, discussions about the way they see their future professional careers etc.), advice for studying
and leaming, music, film and sci-fi.

3) News and advertisements which the students might find useful; announcements of student events,
competitions, seminars, summer schools, psychological and legal guidance.
The first two specimen copies will be complemented by a more detailed description of the content.

So far we have had extraordinarily positive experience, the feedback from the schools is almost
suspiciously good. The contribution will also include responses from readers, schools and the immediate
experience.

The answer to the initial question would be as follows: Teenagers are not interested in nuclear energy,
unless someone gives them the relevant information in some other way than in a textbook. We could even
consider ourselves lucky that nuclear physics overlaps with many other areas of physics, and the interest
of the reader can therefore be aroused even indirectly, by providing some interesting or unusual
infori-nation. Another interesting aspect resides in the fact that elementary particles are very strongly tied
to the area of astrophysics and the origin and development of the universe. Many young people are
attracted by the genre of sci-fi. The period between the time when a certain invention or idea is envisaged
in sci-fi literature and the time when it is put into practice is becoming shorter and shorter. Various
nuclear technologies, which used to seem fantastic and unimaginable for the layman, have already
become true. It is necessary to make clear that the nucleus is a normal and omnipresent part of our lives.
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